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ABSTRACT 
We give a characterization of the extremal points of the unit sphere of matrices 
for the unitwily invariant norms. We also investigate the properties of the dual 
matrices. Moreover, we show that a result given by Lau and Riha is not correct. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let X be a complex m x n matrix. A real-valued function I]. ]I on the 
space of m x n complex matrices is called a unitarily invariant norm if it 
satisfies the following conditions (c a complex number): 
IIXII ’ 0 for XZO, 
ll4l = I4 IIW, IIX + VI G IlXll-t IIYIL 
and ]]UXV]] = ]]X]] for any unitary matrices U and V of orders m and n, 
respectively (see for example [9]). Let us consider the singular-value decom- 
position of X (see for example [5, p. 161) 
x = PSQ”, 0.1) 
where P and Q are unitary matrices of order m and rz, respectively, and S is 
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the m X n diagonal matrix of singular values 
where t = min{ m, n}. We denote the ith singular value ui of X by u,(X) 
and 
d(X)=(ul,...,ut)TE9?“. (1.2) 
We have ]]X]] = ]]S]]. It has been shown by von Neumann [12] for square 
matrices and extended by Mudholkar [lo] for arbitrary matrices that any 
unitarily invariant norm of a matrix can be defined as 
where + is a symmetric gauge function (see also [9, 14, 201; compare [3, 
Chapter 31). For brevity we denote +(a,, . . . , a,) by @(d(X)). A real-valued 
function +, defined on the space of real t-vectors, is called a symmetric gauge 
function if it satisfies the following conditions [x = (x,, . . . , T~)~, c$(x) =
NX 1,. **, x,)1: 
where .si = + 1 for all i, and i,, i,, . . . , i, is a permutation of 1,2,. . . , t. We can 
take as example 
i i 
VP 
+ptx 1,“‘r Xt) = i lrjlp (l< p < co). (1.4) 
i=l 
Thus we have 
IIXll*,= i 0: 
i i 
VP 
(l<p<co). 
i=l 
(1.5) 
This norm is different from the I,-norm and the operator $,-norm of matrices 
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(see [4]). In particular, we have 
Ilxll*,= C ‘i? (1.6) 
i=l 
lIxlI*m = 01. 0.7) 
The norm (1.5) is called C, norm of Schatten’s norm (see [2, p. 10881). 
In this paper we consider only real matrices. If X is real, then P and Q 
are orthogonal in (1.1). 
Let J@mn denote the normed linear space of real m X n matrices X 
endowed with the unitarily invariant norm 11. I I,+. Let 
.M=span{A,,...,A,} 
be any s-dimensional subspace of A,,,,,. For a given matrix A E .M,, \ & 
we find B E _M such that 
IV - Bll, = pj;llA - XII,. t (1.8) 
Lau and Riha [7] consider this problem for m = 12 and the norm (1.7). In this 
paper we consider the unitarily invariant norms I(* I] + and m, n arbitrary. We 
give a characterization of the extremal points of the unit sphere of the 
conjugate space J?&. This is necessary to specialize the general theorem due 
to Singer [16, p. 1701 in order to obtain a characterization of best approxima- 
tions of A for the problem (1.8). However, we omit the formulation of the 
corresponding theorem characterizing the best approximations of A (for the 
norm (1.7) this is done in [7]). We also give a characterization of the +,-dual 
matrices (1 < p < co). 
2. DEFINITIONS AND KNOWN RESULT 
Let x=(x,,..., x~)~ E gf, and let ]I. (1 be a norm on Wt. The dual norm. 
II* II* to the norm ]I* ]I is determined in the following way (see [6, p. 391): 
60 
where (x, y) = xry and y E ~8’~. The $-norm of x is equal to 
llxllp= i lxilp ( I 
l/P 
(l< p 6 4. 
i=l 
We have 
IIXII, = maNil. 
i 
The Z6norm is the dual norm to the Idnorm if 
1 1 
-+-=l. 
P 9 
The vector x*, FEEL%” is said to be a 
[17, 1w 
(x9 x*> = pII*, 
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(2.2) 
(2.3) 
Il~Il_duuZ vector to x, x # 0, if (see 
(Ix*]] = 1. (2.4) 
This definition of )I. #dual vector is slightly different from the definition of a 
dual pair of vectors given in [l] (see also [13]). Namely, we call x and y a 
dual pair of vectors if (y, x) = ]]yJ]*]]x]]. For every vector x there exists a 
vector y such that x and y are a dual pair. So if x and y are a dual pair of 
vectors, x # 0, then x/]]x]] is a ]]*I)-dual vector to y. The &-dual vector 
x* = (XF,. . .) x:)~ has the elements (compare [19, p. 171) 
i 
sign( xi) 
“= hi 
if xi#O, 
I if xi=O, 
where lhil < 1. The Z,-dual vector x* has the elements 
x* = 
’ i 
Sip(Xi)gi if lxil = lIxIl~, 
0 if Ixil < lIXllmr 
where gi 2 0 and Cigi = 1. For 1~ p < 00 we have 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
lxil 
i 1 
q-1 
xy = sign(xi) - 
IMq ’ 
(2.7) 
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where p and 9 satisfy (2.3). The I,-dual vector (1~ p < co) is unique, but for 
p = 1 or p = cc it may be not unique. The conditions under which the Zr-dual 
vector or the I,-dual vector is unique follow immediately from (2.5) and 
(2.6). If the norm ]I*]) on 9’ is strictly convex, then the I] * [l-dual vector is 
determined uniquely (see for example [18]). We recall that the norm ]I. II is 
strictly convex if and only if 
llxll= llyll = 1, [Ix + yII = 2 implies x = y. (2.8) 
We define the polar +* of the symmetric gauge function + (see [ll, 201; 
compare [3, Chapter 3, Theorem 11.11) as 
The polar +* is also a symmetric gauge function. A vector x*, x* E J%“, such 
that 
+*(x) = (xx, x*>, qJ( r*) = 1 (2.9) 
is called a +duuZ vector to x, x # 0 [compare (2.4)]. Let $J be determined as 
in (1.4). Then 
+*w = II%p (2.10) 
where p and 9 satisfy (2.3). 
It is known that the dual norm to the norm ]1.]],+, is the norm ]].]]+p’. We 
have (see [ll, 201) 
llFll+* = ma (F, X), 
11x11+ Q 1 
where F = ($j) E A,,,,,, X = (xii) E A,,,“, and 
(FP ‘) = C_(jrij 
i.j 
(2.11) 
The maximum in (2.11) can be taken over ]/Xl]+ = 1. The matrices X for 
which the maximum (2.11) is reached are called +duul matrices. So we say 
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that X is a $-dual matrix to F, F # 0, if 
(F, X> = llFl19=~ IIXII* = 1 (2.12) 
[compare (2.9)]. From (2.10) we conclude that the norm ]I. II,+, is the dual 
norm to the norm ]I. IIep, where p and 9 satisfy (2.3). 
3. THE NORM ON THE CONJUGATE SPACE 42, 
As we mentioned, in order to obtain a characterization of best approxima- 
tions of A for the problem (1.Q we should give a characterization of the 
extremal points of the rmit sphere of the conjugate space A,$,. 
The normed space A,,,,, is finite-dimensional. Therefore its conjugate 
space AZ, is isomorphic to A,,,. Let X = (xii) E A,,,,, and let F be a 
linear functional, F E A$,. Then 
F(X) = cAjxij. 
i,j 
We again denote the m X n matrix whose elements are Aj by F, and we 
write (F, X) for the function value of F at X. 
Therefore we obtain the following corollary immediately from (2.11). 
COROLLARY 3.1. z&?t Amn be endowed with the unitarily invariant 
Mn-m ll*Il** zkm II-II+* d fi e nm the norm on the conjugate space AI&,. 
Corollary 3.1 generalizes Theorem 1 given in [7] for m = n and $J = $J,, 
which essentially states that the norm (1.6) is the dual norm to the norm 
(1.7). This is also presented in [B, p. 221 (compare [3, Chapter 3, Section 121). 
We now show that the unitarily invariant norm ]I. II+ of matrices is strictly 
convex if and only if the symmetric gauge function $I is strictly convex. Let 
the vectors T=(x~,...,x~)~ and x’=(xi,...,r;)r satisfy the following as- 
sumptions: 
k k 
c ri<i;Ix; (k=l,...,t). 
i=l 
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Then from Ky Fan’s lemma we have (see for example [lo, 141) 
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cp(x) Q @(r’> 
for every symmetric gauge function (p. 
(3.2) 
LEMMA 3.1. Let the symmetric gauge function + be strictly convex and 
let the vectors x and x’ satisj$ the assumptions given in (3.1). Zf +( x) = +(x’) 
= 1 then x = x‘. 
Proof. We assume a contrario that r # x’. We take y = (yi,. . . , yt)r 
= ;(x + x’). Th en we obtain +(y) < 1, because + is strictly convex and 
x # x’. Moreover, we have I1:_ixi < C:= iyi < X:=ixi (k = 1,. . . , t). Therefore 
we obtain [see (3.2)] 1 = $(x) Q +( y) Q +(x’) = 1, which is a contradiction. 
This completes the proof. 
THEOREM 3.1. The unitarily invariant norm II- II+ is strictly 
and only if the symmetric gauge function $I is strictly convex. 
convex if 
Proof. Let the symmetric gauge function $I be strictly convex. Let 
F, F,, Fa E A,,,,,, llFlj+ = IIF,II+, = llF,-J, = 1, and F = $(F,+ F,). Then we 
have (see Lemma 4.4 in [lo]) 
iilui(F) Q i ijll [ai(F1)+ ai(F!2)1 (k=1,...,t), (3.3) 
where a,(F) denotes the ith singular value of F [see (1.2)] (we recall that 
t = min{ m, n }). Therefore we have [see (3.1), (3.2)] 
1 = +(d(F)) d $+@(F,) + d(5)) G :[@(F,)) + &%))I = 1. 
This implies that d(F,) = d(F,), b ecause + is strictly convex. Moreover, we 
have d(F) = d(F,) [see (3.3) and Lemma 3.11. Hence there exist orthogonal 
matrices U, Vi, U,, V, V,, V, such that 
F=UDVT, FI = U,DViT, F, = U, DVaT, 
where D is a rectangular diagonal matrix, D = diag(u,( F)). Therefore we 
have 
IIFll,2 = llFAl+,= IlFzll~,~ 
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It is known that the norm 1). ](+e, which is equal to the Frobenius norm 
[A = (aij)l 
is strictly convex. Therefore we obtain F = F, = F,. 
Now, let the norm (].(I+ be strictly convex. We assume a contrario that 
the symmetric gauge function $ is not strictly convex. Let X, y E 9’ and 
+(x) = +(y) = 1, +(x + y) = 2, x # y. We take F, = UDiVr and F, = UD2VT, 
where U, V are orthogonal matrices and D,, D, are rectangular diagonal 
matrices with diagonal elements equal to the corresponding components of 
the vectors x and y, respectively. Then we have [see (1.3)] ]]Fr]], = ]I&,]], = 1 
and ]]Fr + Fs]]+ = +(x + y) = 2. This implies that Fi = F,, because the norm 
II- II+ is strictly convex. Therefore we have D, = D,, which is a contradiction. 
This completes the proof. n 
From this theorem we obtain the known result that the C, norm, 
1 < p < co, is strictly convex. 
4. PROPERTIES OF THE DUAL MATRICES 
Let FE./&,, have the singular-value decomposition 
F=UDVT, (4.1) 
whereU=(u,,...,u,)andV=(~,,...,u,)areorthogonalmatrices,u~E~~, 
ui E W”, and D is the m X n diagonal matrix of singular values 
where t = min{ m, n}. From (4.1) we obtain 
F= k piup;. (4.2) 
i=l 
Let r = rank(F). We have pcl, > 0, p,+i = . . . = pt = 0, and ]]ui]]a = ]]2)i]]2 = 1 
for every i. 
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We now investigate the properties of the +-dual matrices [see (2.12)]. It is 
known that (see Lemma 5.1 in [20], also [14]) 
~~(AKOB) =@(A),@)), (4.3) 
where A, B E A,,,,, P,Q are orthogonal matrices, and d(A) is determined 
as in (1.2). 
THEOREM 4.1. Let F E dmn, F # 0, and let X be a +-dual matrix to F. 
Then d(X) is a +-dual vector to d(F). 
Proof. From the definition of the polar +* we obtain 
@*(d(F)) = +(?jE, (d(F), d. 
Moreover, from (4.3) and (2.12) we obtain ]]X]]+ = +(d(X)) = 1 and 
IIFllg = @*(d(F)) = (F, X> < (d(F),d(X)) <@*(d(F)). 
Therefore we have 
+*(d(F)) = (d(F)>d(X)). 
This implies that d(X) is a +-dual vector to d(F) [see (2.9)], which 
completes the proof. n 
From Theorem 4.1 we obtain the following corollary: 
COROLLARY 4.1. Let F have the singular-value decomposition (4.1), and 
let F f 0. Then the matrix X = UD*VT is a +-dual matrix to F, where D* is 
the diagonal matrix with diagonal elements pr,. . . , pt such that p* = 
(cl:,..., pT)T is a +-dual vector to d(F). 
We have the following corollary for strictly convex unitarily invariant 
norms. 
COROLLARY 4.2. If the unitarily invariant rwrm 11. II+ is strictly convex, 
then the +-dual matrix to F, F # 0, is unique. 
We omit the proof of it because it is similar to that for strictly convex 
vector norms (see for example [18]). 
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We recall that the unitarily invariant norm I]. I[+ is strictly convex, if and 
only if the symmetric gauge function Q is strictly convex. 
The norm II-II+,, 1 < p < 00, is strictly convex. Therefore the $+,-dual 
matrix, 1 < p < co, is unique, and it can be easily obtained from Corollary 4.1 
and Equation (2.7). 
Lau and Riha [7] investigated the properties of @,-dual matrices. Unfor- 
tunately, their characterization of +,-dual matrices is not correct (see Lemma 
and Theorem 1 in [7]). Namely, it is not true that the relations (2.12) hold for 
+, and m = rr if and only if X = W ‘, where F has the singular-value 
decomposition (4.1). The following example shows this (see Corollary 4.1). 
EXAMPLE 4.1. Let F have the singular-value decomposition (4.1), and 
let rank(F) < t = m = n. Then the matrix X = UD*VT satisj3e.s (2.12), where 
D* i.s the diagonal matrix D*=diag(p:,...,pz), ~:=l if pi#O, and 
pt=hiifpi=O, withO<h,gl. 
We now give necessary and sufficient conditions for X to satisfy (2.12) for 
+ 00’ 
THEOREM 4.2. Let F have the singular-value decomposition (4.1) and let 
r=rank(F)>O. l%enX~A,, is a +,-dual matrix to F if and only if 
X=USVT. (4.4) 
where IISII,, = 1 and S has the following block form (the appropriate zero 
blocks are denoted by 0) 
s= zr Q 
[ 1 0 z 
if r<t, 
SC zr [ I 0 if r=n, 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
s = [Z,,Q] if r=m, (4.7) 
andt=min{m,n}. 
Proof. Let X have the form (4.4). Then JIX]],, = 1 and 
(F, X) = (D, S> = IIFll+,, 
so X is a +,-dual matrix to F. 
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Now, let X satisfy (2.12). Then we obtain rank(X) > rank(F) and ]]X]],, 
= 1 [see Theorem 4.1 and (2.5)]. Moreover, we have [see (4.2)] 
lpq+,= (F, X) = i piu;xui = pi = i pi. (4.8) 
i=l i=l i=l 
We denote pi = uFXui. We obtain 
lPil Q ll”illZllxuillZ G ll”il1211xll~mlluill.Z = ‘* (4.9) 
We denote 
u,= [u1,...,uJ, u,= [U,+lr...>%J 
(4.10) 
vi= [“i,...,oJ, v,= [t5+1,...ru”l. 
We recall that r = rank(F). The relations (4.8) and (4.9) imply that pi = 1 for 
i=l , . . . , r. Hence we have 
IIxuil12 = ’ for i= l,...,r. 
Therefore from the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality it follows that ui and Xu, are 
linearly dependent for i = 1,. . . , r. Comparing the norms, we conclude that 
ui = xv, (i=l,...,r). 
This means that [see (4.10)] 
u, = xv,. (4.11) 
Analogously, we verify that ui and X Tui are linearly dependent for i = 1,. . . , r, 
so 
v, = XT&. (4.12) 
If r = rr then Vi = V, so X = U,VT [see (4.11)]. From here we obtain (4.6). If 
r = m then U, = U, and from (4.12) we obtain (4.7). We now assume that 
r < t. Since the vectors ui, . . . , u, are a basis in gm, there exist the scalars 
@, . . . , CU$) such that 
xvi= f apui (j=r+i,...,n). 
i-l 
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Consequently, we have 
xv, = uz, 
where Z = (zij) E J?~,~_~ 
(4.1211 
and zi j = ajr+j! Therefore we obtain [see (4.11), 
where Z, is the appropriate block of Z. Since we have I( X(1 +, = 1, we obtain 
IIS]],, = 1, which completes the proof. n 
From Theorem 4.2 we obtain at once the following corollary: 
COROLLARY 4.3. Let every singular value of F E A,,,,, be equal to 1. 
Then the matrix X is a $,-dual matrix to F if and only if X = F. 
We now consider the norm (1.6). 
THEOREM 4.3. Let FE ./I,,,,, F # 0, have the singular-value decom- 
position (4.1). Then X E Amn is a $,dual matrix to F if and only if 
X=UHVT, (4.13) 
where 
H= [ BD;BT j, (4.14) 
0; = diag(Xi) E .M,,, A,>0 (i=l,...,s), llw~, = 17 
B E ASS is an orthogonal matrix, and s is the number of singular values of F 
equul to pl. 
REMARK. If s = m or s = n, then the corresponding zero blocks do not 
appear in the matrix H [compare (4.6) and (4.7)]. 
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Proof. Let F have the singular-value decomposition (4.1). Since s is the 
number of singular vahres of F equal to pl, we have 
(if~=t=min{m,n},thenwetake~~+r := 0). We now divide the matrices 
D, U, and V, which appear in (4.1), into submatrices 
u= [Ul, u,l, v= [v,,v,l9 (4.15) 
where D, = pcLIZS, U, E .Mmsr V, E AI,,. These partitions are different from 
those in the proof of Theorem 4.2. Let X have the form (4.13). Then 
IlXll+, = IIf&,, = IlD:ll+, = 1 and bee (4.15)l 
(F, X) = (D, H) = (01, BD:BT) = /4Z,, D:) = ll~ll+,, 
so X satisfies (2.12) for + = &. 
Now, let X satisfy (2.12) for $I = $I~ and let rank(X) = W. Then d(X) is a 
@r-dual vector to d(F). Thus X has the singular-value decomposition 
X = PD*QT = P$,:Q;, (4.16) 
where P = [P1, P,] and Q = [Q1, QJ; P, E -41mwr Q1 E d,,, are orthogonal 
matrices, w < s; and, the diagonal rectangular matrix D* has the form [see 
GWI 
D*= 
[ 1 
0: 0 
0 0 
with i3’: E .Aww and ~~~,:~~+, = 1. Let pi = uTXui, where ui and oi are the 
ith columns of U and V, respectively [see (4.2)]. We obtain 
(4.17) 
i IPil = (UEVT, X> d llXll~,llEll~,=1~ 
i-l 
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where E = diag(sign(&)) E A,,,,,. Let /I = (pi,. . . , &)? From (4.17) [see also 
(2. l)] we deduce that ]I /3 ]I i = 1. This implies that the vector P is a +,-dual 
vector to d(F), because (d(F), /?) = +,(d(F)). Consequently, we have [see 
(WI 
pia0 (i=l,...,s), ps+l= *f. =p,=o, 
so [see (4.15)] 
l= i Pi = (‘lv~T ‘) = Ilxll.$,* 
i=l 
Hence the matrix UiVir is a +,-dual matrix to X. Therefore it has the 
following form [see Theorem 4.2 and (4.16)]: 
(4.18) 
where ]]S]]&, = 1 and [we recall that rank(X) = w] 
because rank(S) = s. Let M = [M,, M,] and N = [N,, N,], M, E A,,,,, Nl E 
_/I nw, be orthogonal matrices such that P = UM and Q = KM We obtain [see 
(4Wl 
M,N;r= Is @ 
[ 1 00 - M2ZN,T. 
From this we deduce that MT and Nir have the form M[ = [I?', O,] and 
Nir = [ST, O,], where Z.? E A%~~, tTB = I,, and 0, and 0, are appropriate 
zero blocks. If w = s then B = B is orthogonal, If ul < s, then we choose 
C”E d%-lG such that B = [ fi, c”] is orthogonal. Hence [see (4. IS)] 
X=UM$):N;rVT=U,BD:BTV;, where D * = 1
[ 1 fi,: @,A 0 63 SSf 
so X has the form (4.13), which completes the proof. n 
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From Theorem 4.3 we obtain the following corollary: 
COROLLARY 4.4. The matrix F E A,,,“, o,(F) = 1 and rank(F) = 1, has 
the unique +,-dual matrix X = F. 
5. CHARACTERIZATION OF THE EXTREMAL POINTS OF THE 
UNIT SPHERE OF MATRICES 
Let 8,+, be the unit sphere of the space d,,,, endowed with the norm 
II* II*: 
8+= {F:FEJY,JFII+=~}. 
For brevity denote 8+p by 8p [ see (1.5)]. The matrix F, FE 8+, is the 
extremul point of &‘+ if and only if the relation 
F=;(F,+ F,), F,, F, E &, 
implies that FI = F, = F (for the general properties of the extremal points see 
for example [16]). The properties of the extremal points of the unit sphere in 
9%‘” equipped with the $,-norm are well known. We denote 
9, = {x: x E @, llxllp = I}. 
If 1 c p < 00, then every point of the unit sphere Yp is extremal. If p = 1, 
the extremal points are the vectors f ej (j = 1,. . . , t), where ej is the jth 
column of the identity matrix. If p = 00, then the extremal points are the 
vectors with all components equal to + 1. We shall see that the properties of 
the extremal point of 8p are very close to the properties of the extremal 
points of Yp. 
We now prove the following theorem, which determines a necessary and 
sufficient condition for F to be an extremal point of 8+,. 
THEOREM 5.1. The matrix F E A,,,,, is an extremul point of the unit 
sphere CC+ if and only if the vector d(F) is an extremal point of the unit 
sphere of the space ~9~ equipped with the norm +, where t = min{ m, n }. 
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Proof. Let F be an extremal point of 6”. We have 
IIFII+ = d@(F)) = 1. 
We assume a contrario that there exist the vectors d, and d,, d 1, d, E 9ft, 
such that d, # d,, $(d,) = +(d,) = 1, and 
d(F) = ;(d, + d,). 
Let F have the singular-value decomposition (4.1). We choose 
Fl = UD,V T, F, = Uo,V T, 
where D, and D, are rectangular diagonal matrices with diagonal elements 
equal to the corresponding components of the vectors d, and d,, respec - 
tively. Then we obtain F = i( Fl + F,), F,, F, E &+ and F, # F,, which is a 
contradiction, because F is an extremal point of ~9~. 
Now, let F E c!$,, and let d(F) be an extremal point of the unit sphere of 
6%” endowed with the norm 9. We assume a contrario that there exist F, and 
F, such that F, # F,, F,, F, E c?+, and 
F=;(F,+ F,). 
We denote 
x = (Xl,..., X,jT = d(F), 
We have (compare the proof of Theorem 3.1) 
$4x) = G(Y) = 1, 
(5.1) 
(5.2) 
Therefore there exist the nonnegative scalars Er,. . . , tN (N = 2’t!) such that 
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(see for example [3, Chapter 3, Section 31) 
x = f &y(i), % &=I, (5.3) 
i=l i=l 
where y(i), . . . , y cN) denote all vectors obtained from the vector y by the 
permutations of its components and the multiplications of their components 
by + 1. Thus we have $( ~(‘1) = 1 for i = 1,. . . , iV [see (1.3)]. Let the index k, 
16 k G N, be such that tk # 0 [see (5.3)]. If tk = 1, then we have yck’ = 3~. 
Now, let 0 < & < 1. We choose 
We have +(z) = 1 and x = (1 - &)z + &yck). Therefore yck) = z = X, be- 
cause x is the extremal point. Thus we have y = (x j,, . . . , xjtJT for some 
permutation ji,. . . , j, of the numbers 1,2,. . . , t. Therefore we obtain y = x 
[see (5.2)] and consequently we have d(F,) = d(F,) = d(F), since x is 
extremal. This implies 
Therefore we obtain F, = F, = F because the norm ]I. I1,+z is strictly convex, 
which completes the proof. n 
It is easy to verify the following corollary: 
COROLLARY 5.1. Zf the unitarily invariant rwrm II- II+ is strictly convex, 
then every point of the unit sphere 8’ is extremul. 
We now consider the norm (1.7). From Theorem 5.1 we obtain the 
following corollary: 
COROLLARY 5.2. The matrix F E A,,,, is an extremal point of the unit 
sphere Ek, if and only if each of its singular values is equal to 1. In 
particular, if m = n, then the matrix F E 8, is the extremul point if and 
only if F is orthogonal. 
It is known that the extremal points of the unit sphere E, are precisely 
the rank-one matrices F such that llFll+m = 1, i.e. F = uvT with ]]u]]s = ]]v]]s 
= 1, u E W”, v E 9” (see [7]). Unfortunately, in the proof of this character- 
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ization Lau and Riha [7] used their theorem, which is not correct. We see 
that this characterization follows immediately from Theorem 5.1. 
The extremal points of the unit sphere gP’,, 1~ p Q CO, are the unique 
+,-dual matrices to some matrices (see Corollaries 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4). This fact 
is connected with the following property of the unit sphere of normed linear 
spaces. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let 9 t be endowed with the norm II- 11, and let the 
vector y E 9’ be the unique 11. Itdual vector to some vector x. Then y is the 
extremul point of the unit sphere of 9Tt. 
We omit the proof of it. 
I wish to thank Dr. R. Szwarc from the University of Wroclaw for 
drawing my attention to the expression (5.3), which is crucial in the second 
part of the proof of the Theorem 5.1, and for some remarks. I am also grateful 
to a referee for some comments and references, especially for the reference [8]. 
This improved my reuision. 
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